Glycemic index, retinal vascular caliber, and stroke mortality.
It is unclear whether diets with high glycemic index (GI) and low cereal fiber (CF) are associated with greater risk of stroke. We aimed to assess the relationship between dietary GI and CF content, retinal microvasculature changes, and stroke-related mortality. The study consisted of a population-based cohort, 49+ years, examined at baseline (1992 to 1994). At baseline, participants completed validated food frequency questionnaires. Mean GI was calculated using an Australian database. Retinal arteriolar and venular diameters were measured from photographs. Mortality data were derived using the Australian National Death Index. Over 13 years, 95 of 2897 participants (3.5%) died from stroke. Increasing GI (hazard ratio, 1.91; 95% CI, 1.01 to 3.47, highest versus lowest tertile) and decreasing CF (hazard ratio, 2.13; 95% CI, 1.19 to 3.80, lowest versus highest tertile) predicted greater risk of stroke death adjusting for multiple stroke risk factors. Persons consuming food in the highest GI tertile and lowest CF tertile had a 5-fold increased risk of stroke death (hazard ratio, 5.06; 95% CI, 1.67 to 15.22). Increasing GI and decreasing CF were also associated with retinal venular caliber widening (P(trend)<0.01). Adjustment for retinal venular caliber attenuated stroke death risk associated with high GI by 50% but did not affect the risk associated with low CF consumption. High-GI and low-CF diets predict greater stroke mortality and wider retinal venular caliber. The association between a high-GI diet and stroke death was partly explained by GI effects on retinal venular caliber, suggesting that a high-GI diet may produce deleterious anatomic changes in the microvasculature.